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On August 19, 1958, members of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) Youth Council walked into Katz Drug Store and requested to be served at the counter. Katz Drug Store had no problem serving white people at its lunch counter, but refused the group of thirteen children because they were black. After a few days of the group sitting in Katz until closing time, the store’s management decided to desegregate the chain of stores throughout the region, marking a victory for the Youth Council.1 However, it is important to approach the sit-in movement with the understanding that this was not the start of the story, nor the start of the sit-ins, despite it being one of the first downtown eateries that the group decided to visit. The story of downtown Oklahoma City’s desegregation began well before the NAACP Youth Council initiated the sit-ins, with the beginnings of Clara Luper’s antiracist teachings.
Clara Luper’s actions and activism were largely responsible for the desegregation of public places in Oklahoma City. Her leadership of this part of the black civil rights struggle centered on a pedagogy of an unflinching call for freedom, resisting the antiblackness that functioned on interpersonal and institutional levels permeating all aspects of civil society, especially in the United States. Her activism and the success of the Oklahoma City sit-ins as a social movement are directly linked to her classroom pedagogy, her students, and her use of the classroom as a site to grow the spaces and places that reject antiblack racism. Previous studies of Luper emphasize antiblack racism on an individual level, but fail to engage with Luper as challenging inherently racist or problematic institutions. These studies also leave out discussions of her pedagogy, its classroom engagement, and the way it shaped her engagement with individual racist people and institutions.

Luper’s name frequently comes up in discussions of Oklahoma history, particularly in discussions centered on the Oklahoma Civil Rights Movement or black women in Oklahoma. The most extensive inquiries into Luper are from amateur historians, either candidates for graduate school degrees or hobbyists. The only existing work that situates Luper as a black woman for the purpose of a theoretical discussion is a thesis for a master’s degree in education, and not in the field of history. However, even this work has a tendency to replicate earlier scholarship through retelling much of the same information about Luper found in Carl Graves’s 1981 article, “The Right to be Served: Oklahoma City’s Lunch Counter Sit-ins, 1958–1964.” Much of the scholarship on Clara Luper barely scratches the surface of the extent of her involvement in desegregation. While some more recent scholarship is shifting toward acknowledging or emphasizing the role of black women in the Civil Rights Movement, the majority of the work on Luper and the sit-ins in Oklahoma City is repetitive. The work on Luper presented here is a shift from traditional histories of Luper’s activism to a history that centers her as a black feminist leader, using decolonial and feminist tools to analyze her pedagogy and methods.

Luper believed that education was an essential step in encouraging the kind of activism that she and her students used to accomplish substantial change in their community. One cannot be an activist without proper education about the issues, and Luper believed that history education beyond the textbooks often assigned to classrooms was particularly necessary. She stated:
The textbooks must be changed. For example, the Oklahoma history books, before 1980, hardly had anything about women and women were the backbone of the state. The more you know about women, the more you know about blacks, the more you know about Indians, the better off you are. History books have been written by white men.  

The employment of an antiracist, inclusive history in her classroom made it easier for Luper to mobilize her students for the change she sought to make in Oklahoma regarding segregation. She taught a history that was inclusive of women and people of color, even though the textbooks on which she relied did not include those narratives. She knew, however, that many educators did not understand the reasons for inclusivity, which explains the need for a change in the textbooks. Her classroom was just as important to her activism as the sit-ins, because without her pedagogy of antiracism she would not have been able to mobilize young students against white supremacy.
Being in the classroom and having direct relationships with students was very important to Luper, as teaching was what she loved to do. In the summer of 1970, her position as a teacher at Northwest Classen High School was threatened by the Oklahoma City Public Schools Board of Education, which offered her a position as a research assistant rather than a teacher for the upcoming school year. Luper refused the research position, despite the pay increase that accompanied the position because, as she stated, "As a teacher, I feel that my greatest contribution comes as a result of my direct contact with the human product. . . . My first and only love has always been the student." Her commitment to teaching was so great that she refused a pay increase and risked not holding a position at all for the coming school year. In the classroom, Luper focused on her students and their needs rather than the curriculum, making her attentive to the problems impacting her community. Doing so is what enabled her action in Oklahoma to be so effective in accomplishing desegregation and equal access to public spaces, as the majority of white educators with whom she worked were not aware of the needs of black students.
Luper's position enabled her to teach about broader racism in the United States, beyond the antiblackness that Luper and most of her students personally experienced during the sit-ins. Whiteness operates to the disadvantage of all people of color, not just black people, and evidence that Luper taught about the discrimination other people faced because of white supremacy is best seen in a speech written by one of her students.\textsuperscript{12} Barbara Posey, the president of the NAACP Youth Council in 1960, discussed the racism experienced by American Indian
peoples in a speech at the fifty-first annual NAACP Convention: “We will go back to Africa *when* the English go back to England, the Irish back to Ireland, the French back to France and when the white man gives America back to the Indian and goes home. Until then, we, the youth of America, will carry out our plans for a democratic America [emphasis in original].” The protesters were often told to go back to Africa, and this response calls attention to the colonization of the Americas and the land stolen from the indigenous peoples. Posey, as a student of Luper, is knowledgeable about the oppression faced by others and recognizes that blackness and redness are in conversation because of the way white supremacy positions them.

The students in the NAACP Youth Council initially made the decision to battle for equal access to public spaces, but they were empowered to make that decision and act on it by the Youth Council adviser, Luper. In 1957 Luper wrote and directed a play called *Brother President* about the nonviolence doctrine of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. The play drew a high turnout from all across the state, filling the
auditorium at Dunjee High School. They then presented the play at East Sixth Street Christian Church, where the national youth director of the NAACP, Herbert Wright, saw it and asked them to present Brother President at a New York City “Salute to Young Freedom Fighters Rally.” Luper planned the trip to maximize its educational value. The students traveled to New York City via a mostly northern route, through areas that did not have segregation laws and students had free access to public spaces. They returned via a route through Southern states, where the students were forced away from lunch counters and made to eat brown paper bag lunches instead. Youth Council members were aware for the first time that there were other ways of living and that the situation they faced in their hometown could be different. It was after returning from the trip that the council met and decided to desegregate downtown Oklahoma City. Luper’s work in writing and producing the play was the first step along the path to an integrated Oklahoma City, though at the time of its writing she had no way of knowing that Brother President would introduce
her students to integration. She set the stage that let those in the council identify a problem and take action to fix it, and her students were essential to her work to eliminate antiblack segregation codes.

At that time, Clara Luper held a position as a history teacher at Dunjee High School, which enabled her to teach her students about injustices in the world and how to correct them. One of the primary injustices faced by students in the Oklahoma City area was segregation. Luper wrote that her position as a teacher was essential to her ability to recruit young people for the NAACP Youth Council. The youthfulness of the protesters in Oklahoma City is also part of what the NAACP believed made the demonstrations peaceful, as white opposition may have been more likely to become violent with adult sit-in participants. The participants in the initial sit-ins did face backlash from white patrons and waitstaff, but the students remained committed to their nonviolent approach because of Luper’s careful teachings. The sit-ins would not have been successful without Luper’s influence on students.

Luper’s pedagogy is distinguished in antiracism, as shown through her continued rejection of systemic antiblackness. In 1958 the explicitly stated goal for the Oklahoma City NAACP Youth Council under...
adviser Clara Luper and President Gwendolyn Fuller was freedom in the form of the elimination of segregation in public accommodations.\textsuperscript{22} The first tactic for reaching this goal was through calling and writing letters to individual restaurants, requesting that individual business owners choose to desegregate.\textsuperscript{23} This tactic had the potential to work because Oklahoma City’s segregation was not a municipal law, but a policy enforced by the owners, supposedly because they would lose white business if they opened their restaurants to people of color.\textsuperscript{24} They began with this because Luper’s doctrine of nonviolence was rooted in recognizing white humanity—that is, people with white skin are humans and can be called to combat white supremacy.\textsuperscript{25} Luper refused systemic racism and encouraged others to refuse to participate in antiblackness by changing their policies. Doing so in this way offered owners an opportunity to change segregation policies before facing other, more direct means of challenge.

The movement’s goal was not to shame people into changing anti-black policies, but rather to fight against the explicitly harmful segregation codes. Barbara Posey, the secretary of the NAACP Youth
Council in 1958, told the store manager of Katz Drug Store, the first store to be targeted for sit-ins, “We don’t intend to cause you or your store any embarrassment. We only want to be served.” Posey used first person to articulate the demand for equal service, emphasizing the protest and the desire for change. She illustrates the unflinching, antiracist demand, pointing out that the intention was not to negatively impact store owners. Posey redirects the conversation from the focus on white business owners to the larger concern of systemic antiblackness in downtown Oklahoma City. This redirection is difficult in the case of Oklahoma City because segregation was a code that had been implicitly agreed on by the white store owners.

Sit-in participants frequently had to remind their opposition that the protests were for the end of white supremacy, a call frequently articulated as a call for freedom. Luper relates the following story of some of the harassment protesters faced:
“Don’t you wish you were white so you could eat at John A. Brown’s [a lunch counter in a department store]?” the white Central High School students said. “No,” Lynzetta Jones said, “I don’t want to be white, I just want to be free.”

There are several parts of the interaction here to analyze. First is the white students’ assumption that the desire for equal access to public spaces is the same as the desire to have white skin. The demand for civil society to not discriminate against persons based on skin color is not the same as wanting to be a part of the oppressive and privileged groups in civil society. The implication on the part of the white students is that Oklahoma City’s racial tensions are because of the existence of black people and people of color, not because of the discrimination against them. The second part of this is the demand that black humanity become a part of white civil society. Lynzetta Jones does not want to lose part of herself, her blackness, in order to achieve total freedom, but rather is calling for an end to antiblack racism. Jones’s response reiterates that blackness and black people are not the problem. The problem is the systemic antiblackness that whiteness perpetuates.
An integral part of Clara Luper’s pedagogy was viewing whiteness and blackness as traits of an individual, independent of skin color. This is because asking white people who benefited from systemic anti-blackness to join the struggle against white supremacy was one of her central tactics in dismantling segregation. Luper described a fellow protester, Earl Temple, as a man who was black by choice, because “blacks come in all colors.” Luper’s argument was not that his skin had physically gained more melanin, but that he had access to white spaces and instead chose to disavow that access in favor of protesting with those who were refused service. Individual actions also had far-reaching impacts in the black freedom struggle, and desegregation in Oklahoma City would not have been accomplished if not for the belief that individuals can make substantial, enduring changes. One prime example of this is the first black person to eat at the Anna Maude Cafeteria, one of the restaurants that took the longest to change its segregation policies. The first black person to eat there was a baby who was
smuggled into the restaurant by a white woman, an action that elicited strong reactions from the white community. White individuals breaking away from white civil society to protest white supremacy were a major component of the change-making mechanism for the removal of explicit antiblack codes from various restaurants in Oklahoma City.

Clara Luper called in, rather than called out, individuals who enforced antiblack policies, as a more effective method of achieving freedom. As stated previously, Oklahoma City had no municipal laws enforcing segregation, meaning that changing the minds of individual owners would change the segregation policy. John A. Brown’s, a department store with a lunch counter inside, was one of the most contentious loci of protests from August 1958 to late 1959, with the owner being one of the most resistant to integration. Mrs. John A. Brown, the owner, identified in sources only by her husband’s name, finally agreed to integrate as a result of a one-on-one conversation with Clara Luper in which Mrs. John A. Brown began to embrace black humanity. White people in positions of power who decided to resist white supremacy were essential to the integration efforts.

Despite the protests in Oklahoma City not resulting in mass arrests, the police still played an important role in the results of the sit-ins.
The police department’s action, or lack thereof, for the demand for free access to public spaces was an important part of the continued enforcement of white supremacy. In some cases, the Oklahoma City police could not separate a journalist from the protesters, which resulted in the arrest of Abram Ross, a black journalist reporting on the events.\(^{34}\)

Police action was also important in the case of Tulsa, where many protesters were arrested for violation of trespassing laws rather than laws relating to black access to public spaces when the Civil Rights Movement hit full steam there in 1964.\(^ {35}\) During the Tulsa protests, Luper was one of thirty-three people arrested for trespassing, despite using the same tactics as in Oklahoma City.\(^ {36}\) However, the number and frequency of arrests did not correlate with speed of desegregation, and the municipal government in Tulsa outlawed segregation after just months of demonstrations on the part of organizations.\(^ {37}\) This may be, in part, related to the fact that the movement in Tulsa began much later than in Oklahoma City, and the national climate was much dif-
ferent in 1964, when protests began in Tulsa, than in 1958 when protests began in Oklahoma City.

For Luper as well as her students, the black freedom movement was (and still is) about an end to white supremacy. Luper imparted her antiracism to her students through her teaching that white supremacy ought to be resisted. Luper’s student Gwendolyn Fuller stated:

I do not believe the managers of John A. Brown’s and other restaurant owners will continue to hold on to a long lost dream of white supremacy. Rather I believe and pray that they will join with the organization and people who are working to make democracy and Christianity work in Oklahoma City.38

Fuller’s words echoed much of Luper’s rhetoric; in many places in her book, Luper discusses the people opposed to the sit-ins as victims of a system of white supremacy.39 Luper stood firmly against white supremacy and resisted it wherever possible, and her students, like
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Fuller, adopted that message and imitated Luper’s resistance. This can also be seen in the NAACP Youth Council platform during Fuller’s presidency; she and Barbara Posey articulated the Youth Council’s goal as freedom through eliminating segregation in public accommodations.40

Clara Luper’s pedagogy and classroom were key influences in her ability to mobilize students for the desegregation of downtown Oklahoma City. She taught antiracism as a means to push back against antiblackness and white supremacy in interactions between individuals and on the broader scale of institutional policies. She taught her students that becoming a part of the antiracist movement was a way they could effect systemic, lasting change for the benefit of their community. Earlier scholars of Luper’s work deemphasized her pedagogy and classroom practices in favor of stressing the sequence of events, prioritizing a historical chain of events instead of what she taught and believed. Her challenges to systemic white supremacy in the classroom encouraged her students to fight against white supremacy in public places in Oklahoma.
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